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Figure 1: A basic Boost DC-DC Converter
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1.2 Dc-Dc Controller

DC-to-DC converters have been dominating controlled
by analogue integrated circuit technology and linear
system control design techniques. In recent years, with
rapidly development of advanced high-speed digital
circuits, digital control will slowly replace the·currently
used analogue controller in high frequency switching
converters. The intelligent power supplies are expected
to play an important role in aerospace, communication,
and automobile industries in the near future [2].

Conventionally, PI, PD and Pill controller are most
popular controllers and widely used in most power
electronic closed loop appliances however recently there
are many researchers reported successfully adopted
Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) to become one of
intelligent controllers to their appliances [3]. With
respect to their successful methodology implementation,
control closed loop boost converter and opened loop
boost converter will compare the efficiency of the
converters. This kind of methodology implemented in
this paper is using fuzzy logic controller with feed back
by introduction of voltage output respectively. The
introduction of voltage output in the circuit will be fed
to fuzzy controller to give appropriate measure on
steady state signal. The fuzzy logic controller serves as
intelligent controller for this propose. This methodology
can be easily applied to many dc-dc converter
topologies such as Buck, Boost and Buck-Boost.

Abstract - 1his paper describes the design ofa fuz"" logic
controller using voltage output as feedback for signijicandy
improving the dynamic performance ofboost dc-dc converter
by using MATLAB software. The objective of this proposed
methodology is to develop fuZ'J' logic controller on control
boost de--dc converter using MATLAB software. 1he fuZ'J'
logic controller has been implemented to the system by
deveioping fuZ'J' logic control algorithm. The design and
Cillculation ofthe components especiDlly for the inductor has
been done to ensure the converter operates in continuous
conduction mode. 1he evaluation of the output has been
Cilrried out and compared by software simulation using
MATLAB software between the open loop and closed loop
circuit. 1he simulation results are shown that voltage output
is able to be control in steady state condition for boost dc-dc
converter by using this methodology.
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1.1 Boost Dc-Dc Converter

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays. the control systems for many power
electronic appliances have been increasing widely.
Crucial with these demands. many researchers or
designers have been struggling to find the most
economic and reliable controller to meet these demands.
The idea to have a control system in dc-dc converter is
to ensure desired voltage output can be produced
efficiently as compared to open loop system.

The boost converter is one of the most important
nonisolated step-up converters. A boost converter is a
power converter with an output dc voltage greater than
its input dc voltage [1]. It is a class of switching-mode
power supply (SMPS) containing at least two
semiconductor switches (a diode and a transistor) and at
least one energy storage element. Filters made of
inductor and capacitor combinations are often added to a
converter's output to improve performance. Boost
converter is a dc-to-dc converter that steps up the dc
voltage from its fixed low level to a desired high level.
















